ON SALE NOW 219 -

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

8. 1D CRIMSON G23 Mint unhinged
and perfect, perforated
OS and
showing a lovely example of Dry Ink
BW 71N.bb.c with Michael Drury Certificate……………………….…..$249.00

This is my our first list for 2017. Wow did your
2016 seem to fly away like my own?
This month we have some heart starter items
to get the year off on the right hot note!

9. 1D CRIMSON G23 Mint unhinged
BW 71N with Michael Drury Certificate…………..………………..….$599.00

AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1850 3d Green
Sydney View, ASC 3, a stunning 4 margin example with no thins or faults for
just…………………...……………… $275.00

2. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1854 1d Black ASC 1, fine
used as shown, margins small but nice looking stamp
and well priced at just………………………………...$99.00

KANGAROOS
3. 10/- GREY AND PINK SG 14, First
Watermark very fine used as shown for
………………………….…………..$699.00

KGV
4. 1D CARMINE RED G1 BW 70A(1)i
Single Line Perforation Die 2 fine used
cancelled, a very rare stamp indeed
with Michael Drury Certificate
for……………………………... $4,250.00
5. 1D SCARLET-RED G17, a lovely used block of 3 x 4
so a 1/- worth of postage genuinely used, minor perforation separation however a lovely item for………$49.00
6. 1D SCARLET-RED G18 a lovely mint lightly hinged
example showing secret mark V11/1 well centered and
comes with Dr. Scott Starling Certificate for…...$299.00
7.
1D
SCARLET
(ANILINE) G18 Both
rusted clichés fine
used as shown BW
71I(2) j and k, a lovely fine used set of
these very scarce
stamps, condition is
excellent, they come with two Michael Drury Certificates for……………….………….………………......$999.00

10. 1D PALE TERRACOTTA G25 Mint
lightly hinged BW 71Q.bb perforated
OS with Michael Drury Certificate
Certificate very rare mint ….$750.00
11. 1D TERRACOTTA G25 fine used with Dr. Scott Starling Certificate for……………………………………...$99.00
12. 1D TERRACOTTA G25 perforated OS fine used with
Dr. Scott Starling Certificate for…………………….$89.00
13. 1D BROWN RED G32 fine used with Dr. Scott Starling Certificate, scarce shade for ………………….$75.00
14. 1D DEEP SCARLET (ANILINE) G60 mint never used
with inverted watermark with Dr. Scott Starling Certificate for…………………………………………………...$99.00
15. 1D PINK G66 A lovely fresh mint lightly hinged example of this scarce shade with Michael Drury Certificate for………………………………………………...$549.00
16. 1D ROSE PINK G67, A lovely Mint
unhinged example perforated OS BW
72H.bb.(2)h showing dash under right
value tablet great stamps with Michael
Drury Certificate for….……….$999.00
17. 1D DEEP ROSINE
G70 A stunning mint
unhinged pair perforated OS showing die
1 and die 2 with top
selvedge, BW 72J(1)ie
with Michael Drury
Certificate ..$1,999.00

18. 1D PLUM G71 Mint unhinged, superbly fresh stamp perforated OS BW
72L.bb with Michael Drury Certificate, great stamp for……....$1,499.00

19. 1D ORANGE BROWN (RED) G78
and a die 2, BW 72S.(1)ib with Michael
Drury Certificate a stunning stamp,
the last one (of around 8 known) sold
for in excess of $9,000 my price
is………..……..………...........$7,499.00

COMMONWEALTH AND WORLD
20. COCOS ISLANDS 1990-1 Provisionals set SG 234-39
a complete set of 6 which includes 5 mint unhinged and
the Official paid SG 01 cto as issued, well priced for the
set at just………………………………………………..$179.00
21. NAURU 1924-48 A lovely fresh mint lightly hinged
complete set (14 + extra 2 1/2d) mostly rough papers but
a mixture of rough and smooth values, so this simplified
set is very well priced at just………………………… $99.00
22. NEW GUINEA 1939 10/Pink Air SG 224 very fine
used Cat. Is £425 hardest
value from the set .$279.00

23. N.W.P.I G31 carmine red Die 2 mint lightly hinged
and very well centered with Dr. Scott Starling Certificate for…………………………………………………..$125.00
24.
PAPUA
1932 Pictorials fine used
complete set
of (16) bargain
at
around halfprice.$299.00

25. AUSTRALIAN COLONIES 1850-1912 in as new
brown Seven Seas illustrated album and matching slipcaes (new $220) Contains a mixture of mint and used
stamps 260+ different, obviously mostly the less expensive ones however I noted several items with a retail
value of $20-$35 each including ASC NSW 22a fu, 23 fu,
30 mint, 32 fu, 36 fu, 42 fu, 66-67 mint, 69-73 used, 74
mint, Qld 27-32 mint, 35 2/- mint, 49 mint and 50 used,
F9 used, F12 revenue cancel, SA 6a and 7 used, 10-11
used, 51-2 used, 58-60 used, Tas 3 and 3a fiscals, 5
used, 12 fiscal, 30-31 fiscals, 34-41 used, F9-12 fiscals,
F14,16,17 used, 31a used, 38 used, 42b,43-44 used, 48a
used, 62 fiscal, 79-80 mint 80 has a minor thin, 83-93a
missing 88a used, WA9a, 9b, 10, 10a, 12b, 13 used, 1825 less 23a used, 28 used, 29-36 less 34a used, 40-41
used, there will be many disappointed people who were
not quick enough for this lot, bargain…………....$449.00

26. SWITZERLAND A fine collection housed in two
Black Lighthouse illustrated albums in superb condition
covering the period 1843-1990 and then a few custom
made hingeless pages for a few later issues. There is
more than £11,000+ (more than $20,000 Aust) in Cat.
Value in the two volumes, it includes; SG 6 used (small
thins) £750, SG 29 and SG 33 £310, SG 51 £100, 1862-78
SG 52-60 assorted mint and used Cat. £1400+, SG 108
used £600, SG 109 used £180, SG 121-4 (4) used £690,
SG 143a £475. 1908 to 3f a mix of mint and used complete Cat. £480, SG 335-7 (8) complete used £100, MS
387a fine used £55, 1945 Peace complee mint SG 44759 (13) £295 unhinged, SG446a a mint lightly hinged M/
Sheet £170, SG 446 M/S mint l/hinged £85, 1951 Lunaba
M/Sheet Mint Unhinged Cat. £375, from 1950 forward
the collection is 95% complete mixture of mostly mint
and some fine used, including 1955 Lausanne SG 561a
lightly hinged Cat, £160, includes a good selection of
Pre-Patria mint and used includes 1912 not listed in Cat.
Mint (3), J1ab Tet-beche pair mint £150 for the period it
is about 85% complete, 1923-30 Airmail SG 303-328
mixed set mostly mint (2 used) Cat, £160, 1918 SG 0308315 mint missing SG 0312 At. £185, 1942-50 Officials
mint complete (30) £140, 1922-37 fine used LN15-28
Cat. £235, LB 1-13 compete set fine used £125, LB48-58
fine used £125, 1878 D89-97 used set £150 (9), 1948-50
LE23-39 Education set used (11) £175, so this fine collection includes only the pages for the “back of the
book” overprinted issues etc. it contains a large number
of mint and fine used sets, some listed above. So to purchase this fine lot and add to it, with more than £11,000
of just the better stamps included, bargain…...$1,999.00
27. STANLEY GIBBONS STAMPS OF THE WORLD 2016
6 x VOLUME BRAND NEW IN COLOUR 2016 EDITION
*As the 2017 edition is out in a few weeks time, a super
special for sets brand new in boxes 2016 set available
posted anywhere in Australia for ……...………..$399.00

